
World Economic Forum: Save The Planet – Starve The People

Description

WORLD: Founded in the early ‘70s by German economist and social engineer Klaus Schwab, 
the World Economic Forum has emerged as the head of the snake of the liberal world order, 
now consisting of 1,000 powerhouse member companies and global elites that meet annually in 
Davos, Switzerland to discuss their dystopian plans for “global redesign.”

Listing the WEF’s partner organizations and political allies would take hours. So here is a quick
summary. Nearly every left-wing political leader, highly influential corporation, company, and institution
is a part of the WEF.

The WEF continually shares creepy and dystopian messaging which promote a “one size fits all” future
if we all just conform to their globalist ideals. There’s just one problem. The future they are promoting is
a vision of hell. The fact is they hate ordinary people and they want us to go away.

How else to explain the human misery they are promoting in the name of saving the earth? Make no
mistake, Klaus Schwab and the elites will not be happy until we are all eating insects and bugs.

And that’s not hyperbole. The World Economic Forum has devoted countless videos and articles
promoting insects and bugs. Make no mistake, they are desperate to take meat away from us and
force us to live on insects and bugs.

Not convinced you want to chow down on some insects and bugs yet? Well, dont worry, the World
Economic Forum hasn’t finished convincing you yet. Last week they enlisted Hollywood A-lister Nicole
Kidman to push their favorite cause.

WATCH:

If that hasn’t whet your appetite, just wait, there’s more. According to the World Ecnomic Forum, you
will soon be enjoying some weeds with your insects. Bon appetit?

They really won’t be happy until we are miserable. Remember when they told us we would own nothing
and be happy? They have since taken then “and you will be happy” out of the equation. That’s right,
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according to the World Economic Forum, you shouldn’t even dare to dream about being happy in the
future.

And don’t even think about voicing your disapproval. When the elites have spoken, the thinking has
been done. At least, that’s the world they are trying to create. Take a look at this extraordinary video
from Davos this year, where one of Klaus Schwab’s dystopian handmaidens announced that it’s time
for a “recalibration” of free speech.

According to Klaus Scwhab and his minions, there are just too many plebs out there who don’t want to
own nothing, eat bugs and weeds, and accept our misery.

If you think removing free speech is dark, we have hardly scratched the surface. The World Economic
Forum is planning to mind control you using sound waves. If that sounds far fetched… Well, they
bragged about it themselves.

Don’t bother clicking the link, the WEF have scrubbed the link from their website. They tend to do that
when their dystopian plans receive too much push back and even the normies start realizing Klaus
Scwhab is the definition of a Bond villain.

It’s too late for them to delete this video though. Pfizer CEO Albert Bourla appeared at Davos and
bragged about an “electronic pill” that that contains a biological microchip that sends out a signal the
moment you ingest the pill.
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Hold on, wasn’t this once a “conspiracy theory?” We can now file this one under conspiracy fact.

Mainstream media is trying to convince us that the World Economic Forum is a benign institution
working to make the world a better place.

Klaus Schwab thinks he has the right to “re-imagine and re-draw the world”.

But this is not a world that anyone would want to live in. Klaus Schwab’s left-wing authoritarian
dystopia must be defied at all costs.

Showing an ounce of self-awareness for once, Klaus Schwab recently said that the global elites have
to prepare for a “more angry world”.

That’s right, Klaus. We are angry. And we will not let you “re-imagine and re-draw” our future.

by Baxter Dmitry
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